The equilibrium structure of decoration lattices composed of colloidal particles adsorbed on periodic stripepatterned substrates is calculated as a function of the stripe width and separation and for different interparticle interactions. Due to a competition of length scales, a wealth of different stable decoration lattices occurs such as triangular, quadratic, rhombic, kitelike, and sheared honeycomb lattices, triangular slices as well as triangle superlattices. This is of relevance for constructing templates that enforce crystal growth of unusual solid structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in microfabrication have allowed to prepare chemically or topographically patterned substrates in a controlled way by using e.g., lithographic printing or other etching techniques ͓1,2͔. There is a profound influence of such a substrate pattern on wetting ͓3-10͔, on adsorption of soft matter ͓11,12͔ and biological macromolecules ͓13,14͔, on crystal nucleation ͓15͔, and on bulk phase transitions such as freezing ͓16,17͔ and fluid-fluid phase separation ͓18͔. Patterned substrates have also been used in so-called microfluidics in order to control chemical reactions on a microscale or nanoscale ͓19,20͔. For this purpose, one-dimensional channels are considered that carry the reacting material. These channels can either be attractive stripes or topographical groves.
In this paper we study the adsorption of colloidal particles on a sticky periodic stripelike pattern. Our motivation to do so is first coming from experiments where decorations were obtained by adsorbing colloidal spheres on a patterned substrate mask ͓11,21-29͔, or in an external laser field ͓30͔, for a recent review see Ref. ͓31͔ . Such a decorated substrate may be offered as a template to other mobile colloidal particles in order to nucleate further colloidal crystalline sheets and to grow ''exotic'' colloidal bulk crystals ͓16,32,33͔. The colloidal particles can both be sterically stabilized ͓34͔ or charge stabilized. In the former case, the pattern can be prepared by a different chemical coating while in the latter the surface pattern is dictated by the inhomogeneous surface charge density ͓13,35,36͔. Another experimental system to observe structure formation near interfaces is magnetic bubble arrays with periodic line pinning ͓37͔. While much experience has been accumulated in how to prepare the substrate in order to realize a prescribed mask, a more systematic theoretical understanding of possible decoration structures as induced by an underlying sticky periodic pattern is missing. In this paper we investigate this problem for a periodic stripe pattern within a simple model calculation including both attractive and repulsive effective interparticle interactions. In equilibrium, we discover a wealth of possible stable decoration lattices. Hence although the substrate pattern is relatively simple, the decoration can be fascinatingly complex so that a wide range of decoration structures can be generated in a controlled and simple way. Even for a single stripe, periodic decoration structures as buckled alternating superlattices with a unit cell involving a large triangle of particles and finite slices of a triangular bulk lattice may become stable. For a periodic stripe pattern, there are even more stable decoration lattices, involving triangular, quadratic, rhombic, kitelike, and sheared honeycomb lattices.
The paper is organized as follows: We describe the model in Sec. II and outline our theory in Sec. III. Results are presented in Sec. IV, and we conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL
We consider a periodically stripe-patterned smooth surface, shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The width of the sticky stripes is d, while the distance between neighboring stripes is b, so that the structure is periodic in a direction perpendicular to the stripes with periodicity length bϩd. This patterned surface is exposed to a suspension of spherical colloidal particles with hard-core diameter aggregating onto the pattern. An aggregated sphere exhibits a point contact with the substrate gaining a potential energy Ϫ⑀Ͻ0, provided the contact point is inside a sticky stripe. We assume strongly attractive substrates, such that ⑀ is much larger than the ther-*Email address: harreis@thphy.uni-duesseldorf.de mal energy k B T. Aggregation on the interstripe regions is neglected. Aggregation occurs from a dilute bulk solution of colloids. Here, we do not discuss the dynamics of aggregation or deposition ͓38͔, but rather focus on the equilibrium structure present after relaxation of the adsorption process. Typical pair potentials V(r) as a function of separation distance r between colloids have an inner hard core and a shortranged tail. By addition of nonadsorbing polymers or salt ions to the bulk solution, both attractive or repulsive tails can be realized ͓39͔. For simplicity, we use a square-well/squareshoulder potential,
͑1͒
with a small positive ͑reduced͒ range ␦. Depending on the sign of v 0 , the tail is either repulsive (v 0 Ͼ0) or attractive (v 0 Ͻ0). Thermodynamics of this system in bulk has been studied in detail, see e.g., Refs. ͓40-43͔ and references therein. Here, we expose the model to an inhomogeneous surface, and restrict ourselves to zero temperature, i.e., to the classical ground state ͓44͔. Let A be the area of the surface, N be the number of adsorbed particles, ϭN/A denote the ͑two-dimensional͒ number density, and ϭ 2 /4 the corresponding area fraction. The whole system is characterized by four reduced parameters, namely, the reduced width d/ of the attractive stripe, the reduced interstripe width b/, the range of the potential ␦, and the ratio v 0 /⑀ of colloid-colloid to substrate-colloid interaction.
III. THEORY
For zero temperature the energetically most favorable configurations of the adsorbate will be attained. Technically, we need to minimize the total potential energy U per substrate area A. One may decompose uϵU/Aϭu 1 ϩu 2 , where u 1 stems from substrate-particle attraction, and u 2 from particle-particle interactions. These contributions are
where r ជ (i) denote ͑two-dimensional͒ particle positions on the surface. It will prove useful to rewrite u 2 in terms of the kissing numbers k (i) ͑of particle i), that equal the number of touching spheres ͑i.e., ͉r ជ (i) Ϫr ជ ( j) ͉ϭ) for particle i. If we assume absence of hard-core overlap, and all particle separations r being either at contact (rϭ), or outside the range of interaction ͓rϾ(1ϩ␦)͔, we can write
where
is the ͑over system͒ averaged kissing number. Note that u 1 favors optimal packing of spheres, while u 2 couples to the number of sphere contacts. Decisive for phase behavior is the competition between optimization of packing and kissing, where the ratio v 0 /⑀ is a control parameter. In practice, we start with different candidate lattices for the colloids, calculate u for each one in order to find the optimal lattice that minimizes u. The choice of candidates is motivated by mathematical packing and includes rhombic, square, triangular, kite, and other structures involving superlattices. We disregard the disordered fluid phase, as temperature is zero. We have not considered nonperiodic structures as quasicrystals ͓45͔, that are expected to be unfavorable for a one-component colloidal system, but could become relevant for binary and ternary mixtures. A similar zerotemperature calculation on structured substrates can be found in Ref. ͓44͔, for quadratic substrate patterns and LennardJones interparticle interactions. We further remark that similar crystalline lattice structures were obtained in Ref. ͓46͔ for a different physical system, namely, flux lattices in layered superconductors. In contrast to the short-range interactions employed in the present paper, the interaction between flux lines is long ranged.
IV. RESULTS

A. Single stripe
For b/Ͼ1ϩ␦, the spheres adsorbed on neighboring stripes are decoupled and the problem reduces to that of adsorption onto a single stripe. For simplicity, we let ␦→0 and v 0 р0, so that we deal with sticky hard spheres. Geometrical considerations as well as numerically checking other structures makes it possible for us to restrict the actually realized candidates to two n-layered crystals, namely ͑i͒ triangular lattices (n⌬), and ͑ii͒ supertriangle structures (nS), see Fig.  2 for illustrations. n⌬ is a portion of the triangular ͑bulk͒ lattice. The nS crystal consists of a buckled superlattice of alternating close-packed triangles.
The relevant properties of both candidates are the following. For n close-packed layers on a stripe of width d, we find
where ␣͓0,/3) is the mismatch angle between adjacent supertriangles, see Fig. 2 . For close-packed states, ␣ is related to d via ␣͑d͒ϭarcsin͓dϪͱ3͑nϪ1͒/2͔. ͑7͒
Note that for ␣ϭ0 ͑no mismatch͒, n⌬ coincides with nS, and trivially ⌬ ϭ S . These configurations define the closepacked area fraction cp plotted in Fig. 3͑a͒ as a function of stripe width d. For the average kissing number, we obtain via counting of sphere contacts,
Although in the limit ␣→0 the structures themselves become identical, k S does not approach k ⌬ smoothly, but jumps at ␣ϭ0. Relevant for the potential energy ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ is not the kissing number alone, but k/2, that is plotted in Fig. 3͑b͒ as a function of stripe width d. In the limit v 0 →Ϫϱ, maximal kissing per unit area determines the equilibrium structure, as the dominant contribution k/2 ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ to the energy u is to be maximized. Quite surprisingly, in each interval nͱ3/2ϽdϽ(nϩ1)ͱ3/2, a transition n⌬→nS exists, that is located at d/ϭ(n Ϫ1)ͱ3/2ϩͱ1Ϫ͓(2Ϫn Ϫ1 )/(3Ϫ2n Ϫ1 )͔ 2 , where large k and low in n⌬ are outperformed by low k and high in nS. Note that as n→ϱ, the transition persists, and the relative phase transition point d/Ϫ(nϪ1)ͱ3/2 approaches ͱ5/3ϭ0.7454.
Putting things together, we can turn to the full energetically driven phase diagram for arbitrary ͉v 0 /⑀͉. Asking first how additional layers n→nϩ1 jump in, we find the simple answer: A transition nS→(nϩ1)⌬ is located at d ϭn(ͱ3/2), independent of v 0 /⑀. The n⌬→nS transition is less trivial. We obtain
͑10͒
In the limiting cases, for v 0 /⑀ϭ0, we recover the closepacking structure of discs between lines, and for v 0 /⑀→ Ϫϱ the structure with maximal number of kisses. Equation ͑10͒ interpolates smoothly between these limits.
The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of d and exp(v 0 /⑀). We restrict ourselves to nр4; the succession of nS and n⌬ continues for larger d. In the limit of broad stripes (d→ϱ) and infinitely many layers (n→ϱ), we consider dϪ(nϪ1)(ͱ3/2), that maps d/ onto the ͓0,1͔ interval and obtain the universal (n-independent͒ result,
Narrow stripes with 0ϽdϽ(ͱ3/2) constitute a special case, because of dominance of a single phase 1S (1⌬ is squeezed to a vertical line at dϭ0.͒ The reason for this behavior is that 1⌬ and 1S possess equal kissing numbers. This is in contrast to nϾ1, where k ⌬ Ͼk S . Two remarks are in order: First, the supertriangular phases nS are the two-dimensional analog of three-dimensional prism phases ͓47͔ found for hard spheres confined between parallel hard plates. A similar cascade of phases has been found there, although this is interrupted by other additional phases such as a rhombic structure ͓48,49͔. Second, in contrast to the bulk problem ͓50,51͔, we are not aware of a strict mathematical proof for close-packed configurations, nor of any other numerical investigation of the packing problem of discs between lines. Other confining geometries such as the square ͓52-54͔, triangles ͓55,56͔, and the circle ͓57-59͔ have been treated in a rigorous way.
B. Coupled stripes
For b/Ͻ1ϩ␦, particles on adjacent stripes interact. We limit ourselves to the hard sphere case, ␦ϭ0, and hence deal with a packing problem. To break possible degeneracy of close-packed states, we consider v 0 /⑀→0 Ϫ , favoring sphere contacts.
Triangular lattice
We focus on the close-packed triangular lattice, of which is known that there is no denser structure in bulk. If we succeed to identify patterns that are compatible ͑all lattice sites lie on sticky stripes͒ with the triangular lattice, we have then proved that there is no denser decoration lattice. The task is to determine the (b,d) regimes in which the triangular lattice is geometrically possible. Let the lattice sites of a triangular lattice be
where a ជ 1 ϭ(,0),a ជ 2 ϭ(/2,ͱ3/2) are basis vectors. In the following, we imagine the lattice to be fixed on the surface and attempt to determine those stripe patterns that are com- 
Projection of (Ϫ1/k)a ជ 1 onto B ជ gives the lattice line distance
Upon varying j and k, the argument j 2 ϩ jkϩk 2 generates a ͑seemingly irregular when sorted͒ sequence of integer numbers, namely, 1, 3,4,7,9,12,13,16,19,21,25,27,28,31,36,37, 39,43,48,49, . . . . Expression ͑14͒ gives the lattice line distance for an orientation of lattice lines ͑parallel to the stripes͒ defined by j,k. Assuming that bϩd and the lattice structure The assumption of bϩd periodicity is not mandatory. Rather, we could let the structure be periodic after m lattice spacings ( j,k), and after l stripe spacings (bϩd). This relation reads
where m and l must be undivisible integers, in order to avoid redundances. The periodicity brings about a set of inequalities to be satisfied, expressing the condition that no sphere may lie outside a stripe,
that is to be fulfilled for all i, j. Solving this leads to the relation
If we assume equality and use Eq. ͑16͒, we can solve for the minimal stripe width d min and simultaneous maximal interstripe distance b max . These are 
and fulfill the relation ͑ mϪ1 ͒b max ϭd min . ͑21͒
Hence the triangular regimes are lines from (0,) to (b max ,d min ). The above case ͓lines from (0,) to (,0)͔ is recovered for mϭlϭ1. For each combination of m and l we thus get a one-dimensional regime, where the triangular lattice fits. Variation of j and k, at fixed m and l, then gives additional lines, shifted on the d axis with their length being reduced. This is illustrated in Fig. 5͑a͒ , where j and k are varied with mϭ1 and lϭ1 fixed ͑solid lines͒ as well as m ϭ4 and lϭ1 fixed ͑dashed lines͒. The shift of the lines is according to Eq. ͑21͒, their upper end points lying on a line defined by Eq. ͑19͒, whose slope changes with m. In Fig.  5͑b͒ , the lattice line distances ( j,k) are fixed via jϭ0,k ϭ1 ͑solid lines͒, jϭ0,kϭ2 ͑dotted lines͒; and jϭ1,kϭ2 ͑dash-dotted lines͒, while m and l are varied. Figure 5͑b͒ illustrates that ( j,k) for a given combination of (m,l) determine the height and position of one line, with other combinations of (m,l) producing replicas that are shifted on the d axis. Figure 5͑c͒ covers the full range ͑relevant for the scale of the plot͒ of values j,k,m,l. Note how the lines get denser for b→0, and ultimately approach stripe-free bulk packing. Although we cannot prove that the triangular lattice does not fit any other parts in the phase diagram, we find that quite likely. The geometrical features of the regimes are visually quite striking and may be unexpected from the outset. It is, however, known that competition of length scales may induce fractal structures ͓60͔. One simple tool to analyze these is box counting ͓61͔. In a two-dimensional situation, one covers the structure under consideration with a rectangular mesh with mesh width W, and counts the number of boxes, B, that touch ͑or are completely inside͒ the structure. This is performed successive times on smaller length scales W. For a fractal, a scaling law BϰW Ϫ␥ holds, where the dimension ␥ is not an integer. We have carried out such an analysis and could confirm quite well power law scaling with a noninteger exponent. A precise determination of ␥, however, turned out to be subtle. We have restricted ourselves to a physically reasonable lower cutoff WϾ10
Ϫ3 . For mϭlϭ1, we obtain a ␥ϭ1.5. Superimposing ''fence'' patterns by varying m,l over a broad range of values changes the dimension to ␥ ϭ1.6. Such an increase seems reasonable, as apparently, the structure gets denser. We leave a more thorough investigation to possible future research.
More general cases
We will approach the general case by considering interacting stripes that are themselves densely packed. Results are known for b/Ͼ1, periodic arrangement of the stripes will, however, give rise to special lattices. For b/ϭ1, the spheres from different stripes can touch and the stable phase is determined by the equilibrium structure on the stripes, together with the degeneracy breaking condition v 0 /⑀→0 Ϫ . We thus get quadratic ordering in the interstripe region. A pure quadratic lattice is stable only in one point: b/ϭd and dϭ0. For lower b and dϭ0 it gets distorted to a lattice of alternating rhombi, as illustrated in Fig. 6͑a͒ . For d Ͻͱ3/2 the situation is sketched in Figs. 6͑b͒-6͑d͒ for decreasing values of b. Figure 6 ͑b͒ shows 1S structures on decoupled stripes forming kite-structures in a periodic stripe arrangement. The kite structure of Fig. 6͑b͒ , however, is degenerated with respect to an arbitrary relative shift of two single stripe patterns. Upon approach and coupling of the stripes a honeycomb ͑HC͒ in Fig. 6͑c͒ , and eventually a sheared honeycomb, shown in Fig. 6͑d͒ , emerge. For still smaller b, we expect another alternating rhombic phase, as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , but with finite dϾ0, to be stable.
For infinitely thin stripes, the situation for decreasing interstripe distances b is sketched in Fig. 7 . A sequence of triangular lattices and centered rectangular lattices arises. Similar structures were observed in recent experiments ͓29,33͔.
For large dϾͱ3/2, a squeezed honeycomb structure ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒ that can also be sheared ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ appears. More complex crystal unit cells involving two supertriangular honeycomb structures, both sheared ͓Fig. 8͑c͔͒ and unsheared ͓Fig. 8͑d͔͒ occur for even larger d.
The resulting phase diagram of possible decoration lattices as a function of b/ and d/ is depicted in Fig. 9 . While for b/Ͼ1 supertriangles are stable ͑compare Fig. 4͒ , a cascade of sheared honeycomb phases consisting of supertriangles occurs for b/Ͻ1 and increasing d. Along coexistence lines ͑dashed lines in Fig. 9͒ , these sheared supertriangle honeycomb phases degenerate into different special cases: square lattice (d/ϭ0,b/ϭ0), unsheared honeycomb, squeezed honeycomb ͓see Figs. 6͑e͒ and 6͑f͔͒, and alternating rhombic.
We combine the main results of this investigation with the regions of stability of the undistorted triangular lattice ͑Sec. IV B 1͒ and display the whole phase diagram of possible decoration lattices as a function of b/ and d/ in Fig. 10 . The states between the lines of stability of the triangular lattice are unexplored in our study. We leave those to future work.
Figures 9 and 10 prove that even though our model is relatively simple, competition of different length scales leads to quite different stable decoration lattice structures. On the basis of Figs. 9 and 10 one can tailor the attractive stripe pattern in order to produce a given decoration lattice. This is of direct importance for further crystal growth on top of the decoration lattice used as a template. One can expect ͓16͔ that quite exotic bulk crystalline structures can be aggregated on top of such a template ͓32͔. This is of relevance for the construction of optical band-gap materials such as photonic crystals ͓62͔.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have systematically investigated and predicted decoration lattices composed of colloidal particles adsorbed on an attractive stripe-patterned substrate. Our results show, that due to a competition of various length scales, a wealth of different decoration lattices can be stable. This knowledge can be exploited to generate exotic lattice structures by a tailored surface pattern that could be of relevance for fabricating photonic crystals grown on such templates. Our work can be extended into several directions: First, other periodic patterns such as alternating triangular or chessboard patterns can be studied, where even more complicated decoration lattices are expected. Second, the effect of finite temperature and longer ranged and more realistic particleparticle and particle-wall interaction should be investigated. Still we think that the main possibility of decoration lattices will be very similar to the results obtained for the more simplistic interactions. Also, the nonequilibrium problem of particle deposition can produce even much richer nonequilibrium fractal and random closed-packing structures ͓63-66͔ that have not been considered in the present equilibrium study. Finally, proving rigorously the different structures to be close packed should be an interesting problem in mathematical geometry. 
